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ASCCA 2020 Online Conference - Living Your Best Online Life
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Jean Martin, renowned ASCCA Trainer embraced the concepts of remote delivery
and learning by personally developing a range of extremely interesting topics,
right across the board, that are being provided free during this time of isolation.
During the Covid-19 pandemic, the ASCCA online training being provided free of charge.
As places are limited, please register early to secure your enrolment.
Once classes are available online you can email your expression of interest, as per the requirements stated on
the course sheet for the month. Remember, if listing more than one class (no more than three) please
indicate order of preference.
demeanour obviously gives the students confidence, because they keep registering for different topics month
after month!
A number of participants have no camera, e.g. those using desktop computers. Another had a
These participants appear with the capital letter
One participant uses a mobile phone. Demos of tasks must be minute!
Some of these say the mics

worked for Zoom.

One club assembled together 8 10 members at the appointed meeting time only to find the gardener
was mowing lawns outside. The session was abandoned.
Jean found the standard Teams invitation too cryptic for those unfamiliar with online meetings. So, she
sends normal bcc emails to participants with simplified instructions for both Windows & Apple
users. She also asks them to have a trial run before the scheduled meeting time. This has proven to be
beneficial as few nowadays have trouble joining the meetings.
Jean prepares a PP presentation to give herself a structure and to keep from straying in the demos.
Jean tries to make the meetings as interactive as possible with the chance for participants to ask
questions/comment. Few are brave enough to do so. Sometimes they email her the question after the
meeting. Ideally, the number of participants should be fewer but with such long waitlists, it is not
feasible.
Rationing the number of EoI for forthcoming classes should make a big difference.
https://www.ascca.org.au/index.php/seniors-computer-courses/current-ascca-courses

Jean also hosts the ASCCA Help Desk (02) 9922 5408 Tuesday or Thursday, 9am 5.00pm AEST
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Notice of Annual General Meeting
The nineteenth Annual General Meeting of voting Members of the
Australian Seniors Computer Clubs Association, ASCCA,
will be held virtually on
Tuesday, 10th November 2020 at 3.30pm AEDST
ZOOM Link Details will be emailed directly to those who register to attend

Annual Reports
Election of Board Members
RSVP by 10th October 2020, with name of Club as well as number and name of delegates attending,
to (02) 9286 3871 or ascca@ascca.org.au
Only financial member clubs are eligible to vote
Note: Seniors Computer Clubs that have completed and returned the Membership Form for
2020/21 will be regarded as financial members of ASCCA for this financial year even though no
monetary membership fee was required to be paid.
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ASCCA has become a catalyst to enthuse, encourage, empower and assist seniors to explore the satisfaction
and advantages of using computer technology through our valuable network of Seniors Computer Clubs.
Through this ASCCA NEWS to use peruse, amuse and enthuse we want to highlight clubs as they individually
work in their local communities to empower older Australians through technology.
If you have a story to share please send it to ascca@ascca.org.au and we will use those we have space for.
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